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Introduction

To solve most math problems one has to be able to use propor-

tional reasoning. It is basic to all operations that relate mathe-

matics to the physical world, such as measuring, counting,

estimating and calculation. It is a necessary requirement in

algebra, geometry, calculus, statistics, chemistry, biology and

physics. In fact, Piaget in his investigations of cognitive develop-

ment regarded proportional reasoning as a prime indicator of

intellectual growth.

Popcorn Estimation, which asked students to estimate the

amount of popcorn kernels in a container, was designed to

evaluate students' ability to apply proportional reasoning to a

measurement problem. It required students to establish a ratio

between quantity and some unit of measurement and then to use

that ratio to determine an unknown. In the process, we observed

students' strategies in going about a task, their use of equipment,

their understanding of measurement units, and their ability to

calculate.

Description

Popcorn Estimation was the least structured

and the most open-ended of the problems

presented in this series. Students were told to

use whatever they wanted from a set of

materials to estimate the number of kernels in

a container.

"The only thing that you can't do is count

all the kernels in the container. The
closest estimate to the real number would

be the best estimate for me."

The role of the administrator was limited to that

of an observer and recorder. When the students

arrived at their solution, the administrators

checked the accuracy of their own observations

by asking the students to describe their method.

Students were then asked to suggest an alterna-

tive strategy for solution. If appropriate (i.e., if

students were able to describe a second method

and if there was time), they were asked to repeat

the task using their proposed method. Twenty-

eight percent of fourth graders and 66 percent

of eighth graders did this.
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Materials: kernels of popcorn in original

container

scoop

30 ml medicine cup

set of containers of different sizes marked

in millilitres

balance with pans

a set of weights totalling 120 grams

This lack of reflection may have been caused by

the testing situation itself; students may have

seen the need for a prompt response. It may
also have been caused by their unfamiliarity

with this type of practical activity. When asked,

only 10-15 percent of the students replied that

they had ever done anything like this before. It

was obvious that, in many cases such as the one

described below, the problem itself functioned

as a learning experience for the students in-

volved. In any event, 55 percent of fourth

graders and 43 percent of eighth graders

changed their strategy as they progressed.

First Attempt: Started filling one side of

scale with kernels (uncertain how much to

fill balance container). Put all weights on

other side. Kernels were too heavy, so

took some out. No idea how this process

would help solve problem.

Second Attempt: Poured all kernels in

largest measuring container. Read 900 ml

on container. Realized that 900 ml wasn't

the answer to the question.

Third Attempt: Counted kernels needed

to fill one scoop (100). Took continuous

scoops until all kernels were used. No
accurate measuring of amount in each

scoop. Counted by hundreds as they

added each scoop to get answer: 3200.

Formulating a Plan

Before beginning the task, students were asked to discuss

a plan of action which would form the basis for their work.

It was expected that questions would be asked and dif-

ferent approaches considered; however, in most cases,

students plunged right in. As a consequence, some
misunderstood the requirements of the task. A few inter-

preted the administrator's instruction to mean that NO
kernels should be counted. Others believe that the scale

MUST be used. Although these misconceptions were

usually corrected in the course of the sessions, there was

little active seeking for clarification before students began

the task.

Selecting a Strategy

In addition to guessing, which was the strategy

chosen by approximately 6-8 percent of the stu-

dents at both grades, there were three basic

strategies that could be used to solve the prob-

lem. All involved proportional reasoning, al-

though they differed in their level of

abstraction.

Strategy A. Students could count the

quantities in a container

and then determine how
many containers it would

take to hold all the kernels.



This is the simplest procedure that will lead to reasonable

results and it was followed by approximately 30 percent of

the fourth graders and a half of the eighth graders. Its

analogy in a word problem would be: if one cup holds 10

kernels, how many will 10 cups hold? Carrying out the

procedure involves simple physical actions. After estab-

lishing the initial units (number of kernels in a container),

all that must be done is to count the number of containers

that is equal to the total quantity of kernels.

The procedure could be relatively inefficient and/or inac-

curate, depending upon the size of the container chosen.

Although one could get a fairly accurate count of kernels

in a small container, such as the medicine cup (which had

a capacity of 30 ml liquid and held approximately 280

kernels), from 20-25 cups were needed to measure out the

total number of kernels. Not surprisingly, many students

lost track or became careless by the end. On the other

hand, the larger containers held so many kernels that an

accurate countingwas almost impossible and most certain-

ly a long and tedious process. Although far fewer scoops

were needed to measure the total amount of kernels, the

unit of measurement was bound to be inaccurate.

Strategy B. Students could establish a proportion-

al relationship between the quantity of

kernels and their volume. Since the

total volume could easily be deter-

mined by measuring, they had to solve

for the total quantity of kernels only.

The containers were marked in milliliters, and two of the

larger ones had sufficient capacity for all the kernels.

Consequently, students could easily find the volume

measure for the entire lot of kernels. Having determined

this, they could establish the ratio between a smaller

volume (say, 10 ml) and the number of kernels. Once

students established this relationship, their main task was

to apply proportional reasoning to find the number of

kernels that would be equivalent to the total volume. The

model for this strategy is:

ml = _JJlm
k 100

(known)

Strategy C. Students could establish a proportion-

al relationship between quantity of ker-

nels and their mass. Since the mass

could not be determined by the num-

ber of weights available, they had to

solve or both mass and total quantity

of kernels.

Although superficially the same as the problem

above, this strategy involving weighing was far

more difficult because there are two unknowns.

Not only did the total number of kernels have

to be found, but the number of grams repre-

senting the total mass had to be established.

Whereas, in the earlier strategy, the total

volume could easily be found by pouring the

kernels into one of the large calibrated con-

tainers, there were not enough weights to

balance all the kernels. In order to carry out this

plan successfully, students had to have a clear

enough plan to carry them through the addi-

tional procedure of repeated weighing of the

kernels.

a =
k

2

24

Of course, the implications of these strategies

were not apparent to students as they began the

task. Nor, for the administrators, was there a

preconceived hierarchy ofstrategies bywhich to

judge students. The more sophisticated

strategies entailed hazards that are beyond the

bounds of most fourth and many eighth grade

students to cope with. The purpose of the

administrators' observations was to see how stu-

dents perceived the requirements of the task

and how they carried out their plans.

Fourth Grade Results

Possibly intrigued by the opportunity to use the

balance, approximately half the fourth grade

students suggested a procedure involving

weighing. Most were vague about their plan:

Put popcorn in one pan, weights in the other.

However, 20 percent of the children who
decided to use the balance voiced a specific plan

such as, "Weigh a small amount to find out how
many kernels are in one gram—then add them

up."

Unfortunately, the conceptual and practical

demands of the weighing strategy thwarted the

plans of almost all. Even those who went so far

as to establish some sort of equivalency (e.g., 10

kernels = 1 gram; 60 kernels = 6 grams) were



eventually defeated by the necessity of determining the

mass of all the popcorn kernels and then relating this back

to their initial equivalency. Many became confused by the

additional complication of the calibrations on the measur-

ing containers—confusing milliliters for grams. Others

became mesmerized by the balances themselves, forget-

ting the purpose of the task in their concentration on
achieving a perfect balance. In fact, the balance itself

proved to be a problem for many children. Thirty-one

percent of fourth graders (and 39 percent of eighth

graders) were observed to add weights to the heavier side

or remove them from the lighter. This was in sharp con-

trast to their generally correct responses to a multiple-

choice question asking for their knowledge about balanc-

ing. They obviously found it hard to apply what they

appeared to know.

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

To which side of the balance must more weight be ADDED
to make the two sides balanced?

Gr. 4 Gr. 8

A. right side 70 86

B. left side 21 10

C. neither side 3 2

D. cannot tell 5 2

poured kernels into both containers of

balance

tried to make even, did not use all the

kernels

added kernels to both sides until even

(added to wrong side several times)

placed kernels from one side of balance

into large beaker (recorded volume 300
ml) and replaced it in the balance pan.

placed kernels from other side into

another beaker (recorded volume 300 ml)

and replaced in balance pan.

recorded total: 600 ml

continued adding kernels to both sides,

trying to keep balanced. (Became very

involved in making scale balance
perfectly, adding one kernel at a time to

each side)

when balanced, placed kernels in each

pan and recorded volume (350 ml) for

each

added 350 + 350 to get 700

replaced kernels and continued adding to

both sides

repeated volume measurements

added all volumes to get answer: 2600

(300 + 300 + 600 + 350 + 350 + 700
= 2600)

• •

The children described below are typical. Intrigued by the

act of balancing, they did not seem to understand either

the process of weighing or of measurement. Nor did they

seem to relate their activity to the purpose of the task

—

determining the number of kernels. Instead, they assumed
that the calibrations on the measuring containers supplied

the answer. Note also, when they added fresh quantities

to each pan, they did not seem to recognize that theywere

adjusting their previous total. Instead, they treated each

new total as a separate entity and totaled all numbers that

had been noted previously.

Administrator's comment: These two had

little grasp of the problem. They spent

most of the time reinforcing their learning

about how balances work.

Remembering which units they were working

with was a common problem with these younger

students, particularly when they chose a weigh-

ing strategy. The conceptual demands required

by this strategy appeared to distract students,

even those who appear to have an otherwise



clear plan for solution, such as the students described

below:

weighed 250 ml container— 13 g

filled it with corn and tried to balance with gram
weights -did not have enough

moved to next smaller container—weighed 1 1 g

filled with corn—weighed 105 g

subtracted weight of empty cup from total -94 g

looked at remaining kernels and guessed that there

are about 4 more small containers left — raw
estimation

they then took 94 X 5 and got 452

theythen said they need to add an extra zero because

452 did not sound right

4520.

The fact that these students carefully weighed and sub-

tracted the weight of the containers indicates a concern

for accuracy. That they were not put off their plan by the

fact that there were not enough weights to balance also

speaks well for their organization. Finally, their general

plan was good: if 1 : 94, then 5 : 452. However, they

appeared to be so interested in the process of weighing

that they equated the number of grams with the number

of kernels. Their final response suggests that they recog-

nized that their answer (452) was incorrect, but did not

realize why.

now figured out the number of cups using

paper to keep track of what they were
doing

kept on measuring kernels and balanced

scales, came up with 8 1/4 cups

(I reminded them to give the number of

kernels.)

used small container and counted out by
tens, figured out the number of kernels to

fill 30 ml container—about 200 kernels

figured that 3 containers would equal 1

cup-600 kernels

decided there were about 8 cups in each
side of scale

600 kernels times 8 = 4800. 4800 + 4800
= 9600.

Administrator's comment: Students
immediately knew how to attack this task.

They were able to use the scale correctly

in their problem solving. They were not

always accurate in their measuring of

cups, balancing of sides or even counting

of the kernels to fill one 30 ml container.

They did, however, attempt to use
equivalent measures and arrived at a

logical conclusion. They were also able to

think quickly of another way to solve this

problem. Calculations done were correct.

A few fourth grade students did succeed with a

weighing strategy as illustrated below:

• • •

The students described below also used the balance, but

not for weighing. Instead, they used it to split the quantity

of kernels before adopting a counting strategy.

put in approximate cups of kernels into each side of

scale

increased cups on each side of scale and balanced

this out

measured kernels to 250 ml mark on

container

placed kernels in one pan of balance with

weights in other, did not work

decided to count 50 kernels, placed these

in balance pan and balanced with 5 g

placed 1 20 g in - balanced with kernels

divided 120 by 5 = 24



multiplied 24 X 50 = 1200 kernels

continued to balance 1200 kernels, repeating

procedure 4 times (4800)

remainder was balanced by 95 g. divided by 5 = 19

19X50 kernels = 950

4800 + 950 = 5750 kernels.

5_£ = Jl_ (950)

5 95

These students showed a mathematical sophistication that

is unusual, not only among the set of students tested here

but among those reported elsewhere. Using the ratio of

5 g to 50 kernels, they were able to calculate the number
of kernels that would weigh 120 grams. They then used

this relationship to weigh and count the entire quantity of

kernels.

• • •

Despite the fact that the volume strategy (Strategy B)

presented less difficulties than weighing, few childrenwho
used it were able to work through to a solution. Partially,

this may have reflected the difficulties due to proportional

reasoning. However, it was clear that many had little

experience with the measurement of volume or under-

standing of what the ml calibrations on the containers

stood for. For example, manywho poured the kernels into

one of the containers interpreted the milliliter calibrations

as the number of kernels. Others seemed clearly adrift,

making calculations with whatever numbers appeared,

without much concern for the units or the type ofquestion

asked. The following explanation describes such con-

fusion:

"We found out how much all the kernels weighed.

Then we found out their height in the container. Then
we divided the height [milliliters! into weight to get

100 remainder 342. Then we added 100 to the

remainder to get 442."

Even children who recognized the proportional

nature of the task experienced difficulty in

bringing the problem to a successful conclusion.

When computational errors were made, they

seemed to have little appreciation for the need

to check their calculations against a reality

benchmark. For example, one pair of students

who estimated that there were approximately

25 kernels to one milliliter, multiplied by 700

(700 milliliters, the volume of all the kernels)

and obtained the figure: 1,750,000. The stu-

dents neither checked the actual count (which

was closer to 8) nor did they appear to be fazed

by the size of their result. In addition to the

conceptual difficulty of visualizing large num-
bers (without an idea of what 175,000 kernels

look like, it is difficult to imagine 1,750,000),

there was the added handicap of lack of ease

with calculations themselves. In general,

children avoided division and preferred addi-

tion to multiplication in working out their

answers.

Eighth Grade Examples

Eighth graders showed greater maturity and

ability to keep to their plan. Fewer chose weigh-

ing initially. Most used the volume strategy

(Strategy B) or counting (Strategy A).

The two pairs of students described below both

used the balance, but in different ways. The first

pair used a more formal approach to calculate

the number of kernels; while the second used

the balance to measure the volume of kernels

but basically adopted a counting approach.

Pair 1:

tried weighing 1 kernel — no reaction

tried weighing 25 kernels— 2 grams

they then poured nearly all in but didn't

have enough weights to mass it. Decided

to half it; reduced approximately 800 ml to

400; halved it again to 200, then to 100.

100 kernels weighed 73 grams. If this is

1/8 of total, all kernels = 584 grams.



2 grams divided by 25 = .08 g per kernel

now divided 584 by .08 = 7300.

g .08
_X_ (7300)
584

Pair 2:

found out that 13 kernels equals 1 gram— counted

out 1 00 kernels and added to the 1 3 in pan, found out

that 1 1 3 kernels weighs 1 1 grams— added another 87

kernels to make 200 which weighs 22 g.

emptied 200 into another container

weighed out another 22 g worth and emptied into

storage

added another 22 gr masses to make 44 g of masses

and balanced -400 kernels

400 kernels (partner keeps tally on paper)

added 22 g masses to make 66 gr of

masses— balanced with 600 kernels

repeated this step three more times (4 lots of 600)

procedure change: decided they had done
approximately half of kernels- put these in one pan,

takes weights out, pours remainder in other pan— not

quite equal

makes them balance correctly by removing some

kernels.

weighs leftover exactly.

Since 1 g = 13 kernels and leftover weigh 18 g, 13 X
18 = 234

2600 + 2600 = 5800 + 234 = 6034 (calculation

error)

to volume (Strategy 2). One pair integrated this

approach with weighing; the other counted ini-

tially.

Pair 1:

Weighted 8 kernels to be 1 gram.

Filled 1 side of scale with kernels. Started

to weigh.

Decided that there were not enough
weights to weigh that many, so started

over.

Poured 100 ml of kernels into one side of

scale and weighed them— 94 grams.

Multiplied 8 (kernels) X 94 (grams) and got

752 kernels in 100 ml.

Measured all the popcorn as 900 ml.

Multiplied 9 X 752 and got 6768.

Added 8 (original amount not measured)

to 6768 and got 6776.

ml - 10Q = 9J)0_

k 754 k (6768)

Pair 2:

Put all the kernels in one container— filled

to 700 ml.

They filled the 100 ml cup to 70 ml. This

would be 1/10 of the kernels.

Together they carefully counted the

kernels in the 70 ml. There were 513

kernels in 70 ml, so they multiplied by 10

and got 5130.

One boy suggests that they fill a 100 ml

cup and multiply by 7. The other nixed it.

The following pairs of students were more successful and

were typical of those who used a proportional approach



Although the milliliter calibrations on the measuring cups

were probably unfamiliar to most fourth graders, many
eighth graders also found them confusing. However, this

may have only exacerbated a more fundamental problem

that students had with the concept of measurement—that

measurement is basically a system of relationships among
different units. Many did not recognize a need for estab-

lishing a unit of measure for one kernel, but relied on a

relationship between mass and volume. In doing so, they

confused the units and lost track ofthe purpose ofthe task.

For example, the students described below showed little

understanding of density, although they knew that there

was a formula involved.

Used large container to measure 750 ml— packed
down

Attempted to weigh 750 ml—wondered If It would fit

into scale container- packed kernels down to fit

Placed weights into opposite side— counting as they

went— partner was sure they did not have enough
weights but selected student kept on counting

Realized that they did not have enough weights

Decided to weigh 100 ml — poured out 250 ml from

scale -followed same weight procedure

100 ml weighed 103 grams

Found density of 1 kernel by dividing mass (103

grams) by volume (100 ml).

Kernel's density was 1 .03.

Multiplied 1.03 X 700 ml = 721 kernels

Since this answer was very different from the one arrived

at during their first attempt at the task, the administrator

asked why they arrived at different estimates.

"You can't come out exactly the same each time.

Each time you weigh things they are not exactly the

same. Weighing salt and pepper is different because
of the different densities."

Confusion about the concept of measurement
was pervasive. In many students, it took the

form of mindless calculations, as in the descrip-

tions below:

Pa/rf:

Counted 42 kernels which equals 5 ml.

Multiplied 42 X 5 = 210.

Stopped. Change procedure.

New procedure is to divide whatever total

ml of kernels is by 210 (grams mentioned)

Total millilitres of kernels found to be 700

ml.

Divided 700 by 210 and got 3.33.

"Can't be-we're a little off!"

Change procedure: multiply 700 by 210 =

147,000 (approximately equal to)

Pair 2:

Began to counter kernels as he filled the

100 ml container.

Decided would be there all day. Poured

into 50 ml container—416 kernels.

Poured rest of kernels into large container.

They filled to 700 ml mark.

Divided 700 by 416. "No, 700 by 50."

(Selected student saw error of first

suggestion.) Answer: 14.

Then divided 700 by 416. Answer: 1.6.

Went back to answer of 14 and multiplied

by 416. Got 5824.

Thought this answer was too low. Some
discussion. Selected student was going

to divide 700 by 416 and multiply answer

by 50. Gave up on the division step.

8



Whereas the students described above recognized that

some of their solutions made no sense, once others had

begun to calculate, they appeared to have no benchmark

for the reasonableness of their answers. This was par-

ticularly apparent when students arrived at two radically

different answers for their first and second attempts. The
description below illustrates this, as well as giving us a

glimpse at these students' understanding of the meaning

of estimation.

Students initial answer was 14,000. They arrived at this by

filling the 20 ml container with 20 kernels. They then

determined that there was a total of700 ml. "Twenty seeds

filled 20 ml and there is a total of 700 ml, therefore 14,000

seeds."

• a lack of understanding of the concept of

measurement as a relationship between

units

• unfamiliarity with metric units (e.g.,

millilitres)

• a tendency to retreat to meaningless

numerical computations that were

divorced from any referrents

• little evaluation of the results in terms of

reasonableness

• misconceptions about the requirements

of a good estimate

In their second attempt, the students counted 162 kernels

that formed the bottom layer of a container. These rose

to the 20 ml mark on the container. Thereupon they

multiplied 162 by 700 and arrived at the figure of 113,000.

When asked why their numbers were so different, they

replied that they had underestimated the first time. "The

second answer was best because the first time we didn't

count the seeds but estimated. The second time we
counted."

Of course, many of these difficulties stem from

a lack of maturity and, certainly, there were

much more prevalent at the fourth, in contrast,

to the eighth grade. However, they are not

unaffected by lack of experience, and most stu-

dents appeared to have little familiaritywith this

kind of problem.

• • •

Summary

Perhaps it is a general rule that the more open-ended the

task, the more revealing it is in terms ofstudents' attitudes,

strategies, and understandings. Certainly, this simple task

proved extremely challenging for most fourth graders and

many eighth graders. The lack of structure or explicit

direction, the attraction of the balance, the constraints

that were not initially obvious—all contributed to the

difficulties that students experienced. On the other hand,

such problems are important for both evaluation and in-

struction. Through them, we learn how well students can

clarify problems, make plans and use equipment. In addi-

tion, we can observe how well they understand the con-

cepts involved.

This performance task shows a variety of problems that

children experienced. Briefly, they were:

• a lack of familiarity with using a balance



Extensions into Classroom

Instruction

There is no doubt that children have some intuitive under-

standing of proportional reasoning. Whenever they solve

problems by thinking "for every ...," they are displaying

this. With maturity, they begin to recognize and coor-

dinate more than one variable in their mathematical think-

ing. However, the common tendency of textbooks to

concentrate on numerical calculations at the expense of

concepts leaves students with an incomplete under-

standing of what ratios mean and how they are used.

Studies suggest that "without the units of measurement,

ratios loose their meaning and students have no way to

assess the reasonableness of their manipulations and

results."1

Measurement, which is basically the establishing of

relationships, is an excellent context for developing the

kind of understanding needed for proportional thinking.

It constitutes a practical context in which students can

begin to explore equivalency of units and the need for

invariance. These experiences with physical operations

lay the groundwork for later abstractions and more formal

calculations.

The instructional extension of the ideas contained in Pop-

corn Estimation concentrate on equivalency and meas-

urement, rather than on number alone, because these

concepts are fundamental to the development of propor-

tional reasoning and general problem solving.

Volume. Give the students a collection ofcontainers, some
beakers, a balance with weights and some sand. Which
containers hold the most sand? Which holds the least?

Do any hold the same amount? Do they hold the same

amount of water as they do sand?

Equivalency. Collect some blocks, stones, or rods of the

same and different size. (Tangrams will also do.) See how
many different combinations will balance. Record your

results (drawing is best). See what patterns you can find.

Use the balance to try to order the objects from heaviest

to lightest.

Volume/Displacement. Collect a group ofdifferent-shaped

bottles. Measure the volume of one, then estimate how

much the others will hold. Were they good

estimates? Make a record of how much each

holds and order the bottles in terms of their

volume. Now see how much each bottle weighs.

Record the results and compare. Is this whatyou

would expect? Can you find out how much
plastic or glass is used to make different bottles?

Measurement Accuracy. Have different groups

of students measure the same set of things and

compare results. How near are the answers?

How near would you expect them to be? Are
any of them very different? What do you think

is the right answer?

Measuring Skills. Have the students experiment

with inventing and making weighing machines

for themselves. These may involve elastic or

spring. Other balances will work on a lever or

pivot principle. What are the best ways to weigh

different things? How would you weigh the

milk in a bottle? How would you work out an

estimate for the weight of a seed? A pin? A
flower petal? Can you work out a technique for

estimating the weight of the principal's desk?

the school?

Density. Collect a set of blocks or different

kinds of bricks that are as similar in size as

possible. Compare the mass of each and order

them by weight. Now work out a figure for the

density of each by finding the mass per unit of

volume. Use different materials (styrofoam,

clay, wood) to make some shapes that have the

same mass but different densities. Make some
that are of the same size but have different

densities.

Estimation. What is the difference between

guessing, estimation and rounding off? When
would you use each? When wouldn't you use

each? What makes a good estimation? How
would you go about estimating the length of the

school yard? The number of left-handed

people in your school? How much money the

people in your class spend on candy each week?

The discussion of proportional reasoning was informed by Romberg, T., S. Lamon and E.A. Zarinnia, "The essential features of

the mathematical domain of ratio and proportion," National Center for Research in Mathematical Sciences Education, University

of Wisconsin, Madison, October 1988.
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Equivalent Units. Give the students a very large, a very

small glass jar and some marbles. Use whatever you know
about measurement to find out how many marbles the

large jar will hold. You can use sand, water, measuring

cups, rulers, etc. to try to find out.

Finally, students can be encouraged to engage in more
general problem solving strategies, such as making a plan

of action. Although "playing around," getting a feel for the

problem, and experimenting with some tentative ap-

proaches are important to problem solving, eventually

successful problem solvers decided on a plan of action.

Oneway for students to practice thinking about such plans

is to think in terms of a series of steps. Although the

eventual aim is for students to direct themselves, it is easier

to practice by giving directions to others. Start with some

everyday practical activities that children are familiar with,

such as making a peanut butter sandwich. Next move on

to less familiar ones, such as describing a shape for another

child to draw. Writing a set of directions not only calls for

clear writing, it calls for clear, sequential thinking—in

other words, a plan.

Adaptation for Evaluation

Problems such as Popcorn Estimation are use-

ful for instruction. However, they also yield

important information about what students can

do and how they understand the concepts in-

volved. General impressions or final products

are not sufficient for this kind of information.

Our own analysis of the responses of students

showed that, although a wildly inaccurate

answer was a sign that students had not under-

stood the task, a correct one could not be inter-

preted as understanding. Focused observations

gave us the data that we needed to come to any

generalizations about what students know and

understand. The chart oh the next page at-

tempts to set out a framework for such observa-

tions. It can be adapted for any of the activities

given above. It need not be completed for every

student on every occasion, but the habit of ob-

serving and recording such information permits

the kind of focused instruction that is the mark
of good teaching.
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Observation U/N Comment/Example

Measuring Skills

measures accurately

uses correct unit for mass

used correct unit for volume

Proportional Reasoning

level of abstraction:

counting

one unknown (volume)

two unknowns (grams)

mixture of above

Equivalency

adds/subtracts to balance appropriately

relates equivalent measures (e.g., grams/mis)

keeps ratios constant

Numeration

computes correctly

multiplication

division

addition

uses multiplication in place of addition

recognizes correct referrant

checks for reasonableness

distinguishes between estimation and "rounding off

Planning/Execution

asks for clarification when appropriate

willing to evaluate different approaches

orderly procedure

makes written record

checks results

Attitude

works with other student

dominates other student(s)

confident about task

confident about use of equipment

remains engaged

enthusiastic

designed by

raphitopia
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